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B E I N G T H E L A R G E S T insurer for companies in
the Nordic region we are in close touch with our
customers. We aim to give our best advice to keep
businesses running, and to avoid expensive dam
ages and claims – for both parts. Despite our joint
efforts, there are situations when we are surprised
when a claim occurs; why hadn’t anyone in the en
terprise thought of that particular detail?
That’s why we are
urging all our cli
ents to reduce the un
known. It’s a chal
lenging task, however
we find it very worth
while. In the world of
today, much effort is
spent on reducing risk
and we foresee that
those efforts will continue to increase.
However, not all un
known can become
known. Thus, there is
a need to have a plan for how to handle the situ
ation if the unknown hits you. How will you deal
with the crisis? A part of that plan is crisis commu
nication, a subject that you can read more about
on page 24–25 in this magazine.
One of the reasons for making Risk Consulting
Magazine is to share our knowledge. We believe
that we all can be better prepared for the unknown
by sharing experiences.
I think that many of the articles in this edition
are indeed “news for use”. You can read about the
implications on “Obamacare” for Nordic compa
nies present in the USA and it’s also much
learning in the article
about Kongsberg Group
and flood risks. Just to
mention some of the use
ful content.
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Reduce the
unknown

Flooding – cars
and lorries part
ly submerged on
a flooded road
into Newtown
Tewkesbury
Gloucestershire
UK following
unprecedented
flooding.
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"We can
be better
perpared
for the un
known by
sharing ex
periences."

I wish you good reading
and a nice summer!
NICLAS WARD,
Head of Business Area
Industrial, If
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Resilience to
extreme weather
How to reduce the impact of extreme
weather today while preparing for fu
ture changes? Answers are provided
by the Royal Society (RS) in a report
“Resilience to extreme weather”.
The report investigates key questions
to help inform important decisions
about adaptation and risk reduction.
RS has examined people's resilience
to weather- and climate-related ex
treme events. They look at how to
protect lives and livelihoods by com
paring the options available.
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Flood Re about to
be launched in 2015
T H E F L O O D R E scheme in the UK will
be a not-for-profit flood reinsurance fund,
owned and managed by the insurance in
dustry, and established to ensure that those
domestic properties in the UK at the high
est risk of flooding can receive affordable
cover for the flood element of their house
hold property insurance.
Insurers will sell insurance in the nor
mal way, and have an incentive to compete
for the business of customers with high
flood risk because they know they can pass
the flood component element of the policy
into Flood Re.
The insurance industry is paying the

£10m set up costs to get Flood Re up and
running. The Flood Re pool itself has two
sources of income. The first is the flood el
ement of the policies which are passed into
it. The second is an additional levy on the
industry, equivalent to the existing crosssubsidy that exists in the market.
A comparable, albeit different, scheme is
Pool Re which covers insurers for loss in
curred by terrorism and where some insur
ers choose to reinsure policies sold in case
the losses are very high. This was set up in
the 1990s after the IRA bombing of the
City of London made insuring commercial
risk prohibitively expensive. ■

according to KPMG, UK
1. Customer focus. Insurers
handle large amounts of data
but few have yet to use that in
formation to both excel in cus
tomer service and develop a
greater understanding of cus
tomer needs.
2. Technology. The industry
will invest more in technology.
Legacy systems will be over
hauled and technology will
play a crucial role as insurers
promote digital channels and
self-service options.
3. Corporate activity. We pre
dict further insurance mergers
and acquisitions.
4. Regulation. Increased regu
lation and disclosure require
ments are a huge challenge
for the insurer.
5. Business model change. In
surers will have to embark on
bold business model transfor
mation to succeed. Redesigned
target operating models, risk
transformation and having the
right talent to deliver change
are crucial.
http://blog.abi.org.uk/2015/02/guest
blog-the-changing-insurance-landscape/

Mapping global risks
The Global Risks Landscape, a map
of the most likely and impactful
global risks puts forward that “inter
state conflict” is a foremost concern.
However, 2015 differs markedly from
the past, with rising technological
risks, which remind us that geopolit
ical tensions present themselves in
a very different world from before.
Information flows instantly around
the globe and emerging technologies
have boosted the influence of new
players and new types of warfare.
Global Risks 2015 10th Edition, World Economic
Forum
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Let’s go
underground

The Metro is an im
portant part of the
urban mass transport
system in Copenha
gen. The new exten
sion ‘Cityringen’ is
under construction
and adds new routes.
Several risk manage
ment challenges have
to be dealt with on a
daily basis in order to
keep disruption to a
minimum.
4

A

t an estimated cost
of 2.95 billion EUR,
connecting 17 new
stations and measur
ing 15 km, the con
struction of Cityrin
gen is the biggest infrastructure project in
Copenhagen since the 17th century.

Connecting Copenhagen
Cityringen is a completely new metro
line constructed on the same principles as
the existing Copenhagen metro network.
The Cityringen circle line will be an un
derground railway connecting the centre
of Copenhagen to the surrounding inner
city areas when it is completed in 2019.
Cityringen will also be extended with new
stations to the urban quarters Nordhavn
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and Sydhavn, totalling 24 new metro sta
tions by 2023.
The Metro Company (Metroselskabet)
plans to run two new lines on Cityringen
– one circle route running round the en
tire track and one pendulum line, which
will eventually run between Sydhavn and
Nordhavn via the city centre. This will
provide extra services for the addition
al passengers on the busiest part of the
route. The finished lines will influence
much of Copenhagen’s current transport
network: it is believed that the expand
ed metro will replace many bus services in
the inner city. As with the existing Copen
hagen Metro, the new lines will consist of
driverless train units and operate with a
gap of less than two minutes during peak
hours and include an all-night service.

Several new
Metro stations are
being constructed
in Copenhagen
right now.

Plans for the Cityringen construction
were approved by the Danish Parliament
on 1 June 2007, and the initial contract
was awarded in January 2011, with the
main construction work commencing the
following summer. The contract, which
covers 15 km twin bored tunnels, 17 sta
tions and 5 shaft structures, was awarded
to Copenhagen Metro Team. The con
struction consortium consists of three
Italian companies: Salini-Impregilo, Tec
nimont and SELI, and in addition the
building consortium has some 250 sub
contractors and suppliers.
Historic construction site
If P&C Insurance is part of the group
of insurers providing cover for the con
struction project (CAR Insurance) – pub
lic liability insurance and insuring physi
cal damage due to the construction work
and cover for the Tunnel Boring Ma
chines (TBMs) used in the tunnelling
project. The sheer number of contractors
involved in the construction consortium
highlights the complexity associated with
large building projects like this.
Large infrastructure projects in dense
urban areas create major challenges, such
as a considerable number of changes to
Copenhagen city’s utility grid, which had

to be implemented before the actual con
struction could start. Around the same
time, archaeologists from the Museum of
Copenhagen worked on what the muse
um terms “Northern Europe’s largest ar
chaeological excavation to date”. The ar
chaeologists discovered some remains of
the ancient city gate and wall, as well as
other finds that resulted in the early histo
ry of Copenhagen having to be rewritten.
The city is noted for its historic build
ings, which had to be addressed in the
planning and construction phase.
Even though it is a challenge to build
a metro in a dense city, with the narrow
streets of Copenhagen, only two exist
ing buildings have had to be demolished
to make room for the new metro line and
its stations.
Challenging ground conditions
As well as the 17 stations, 5 shafts have
been constructed that perform a number
of functions including: bifurcations to the
future Sydhavn and Nordhavn branches,
an access ramp to the Control and Main
tenance Centre, and crossovers to en
able the metro to switch between tun
nels. Three of the shafts are also used to
launch and service the Tunnel Boring
Machines (TBMs).

There are four TBMs in operation,
powered by huge electric motors. The
machines are approximately 110 metres
long and weigh about 800 tons, and each
tunnel boring machine is staffed by 10–
15 people, including the ‘pilots’. The ma
chines bore on average 10–20 metres of
tunnel per day and run day and night.
During the excavation, the machines
will remove 3,100,000 tons of earth –
roughly equivalent to 1.5 million m³. The
earth is being used to reclaim land from
the sea in the harbour area, expanding
the new urban quarter Nordhavn.
Copenhagen is a busy city that already
suffers from traffic congestion. The logis
tic challenges arising from transporting
the earth are at the forefront to minimise
the impact on the traffic from the con
struction sites. As work in the evenings
and nights has to be limited to reduce
noise disturbance, the Metro manage
ment team has to plan the transportation
to and from the construction sites in de
tail to avoid traffic jams.
Managing risks
According to Russell Saltmarsh (Second
ed to Metroselskabet from engineering
firm Arup, via COWI Arup Systra JV), re
sponsible for the risk management of the
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civil works at Metroselskabet, the pro
ject has several risks that need to be mit
igated.
One of the biggest risks associated with
any tunnel work in a dense urban en
vironment is the impact on the exist
ing buildings due to settlement caused
by the tunnelling, especially considering
that nearly half the tunnelling is in mixed
soil conditions which can be very de
manding and challenging for the contrac
tor. This was a focus area early on in the
project with an assessment being carried
out on all buildings within 200m of the
alignment to identify sensitive or historic
buildings that might be at risk of damage.
Once the contractor was appointed it
carried out a more detailed assessment
of the buildings within a 50m corridor
of the tunnel alignment. The assessment,
based on predicted settlement contours
from the tunnelling, follows an interna
tionally accepted three-stage process.
For each stage of assessment, a pro
gressively more detailed analysis is car
ried out until it can be demonstrated that
the work will not cause damage to exist
ing buildings, as defined in the contract;
or the assessment is used to determine
the mitigation measures required. In sev
eral locations, the tunnels are only a few
metres below the foundations of existing

buildings, or operational metro stations.
To mitigate the possibility of excessive
settlement of the ground causing dam
age to existing buildings, specialist tech
niques, such as compensation grouting,
have to be applied under some buildings.
A sleeved pipe is grouted into a predrilled
hole beneath a foundation. Cement is in
jected at strategic locations, which re
sults in a controlled
heave of the overlying
soil and structures, mitigating the effects of settlements when the tunnel machines passes
through.
For sensitive build
ings, 3D analysis of the
ground and building structures has been
carried out, and the results of this analysis
are constantly compared with the results
obtained from automatic monitoring sys
tems installed on buildings to ensure that
unexpected movements can be identified
immediately.

Morten Erfurt Hansen, CAR Underwrit
er at If P&C Insurance. Flooding events
have been thoroughly analysed both for
the construction phase and the opera
tional phase. Consideration of the flood
risk started during the preliminary design
phase with hydraulic modelling of the en
tire city to model ‘flood events’ taking ac
count of climate change. This allowed the
engineers to set flood
threshold levels for both
the temporary and permanent conditions,
which were included in
the contract requirements. This, togeth
er with the contractors’
own risk assessment and
mitigation measures, has mitigated the
flood risk as far as possible.

“The flood risk
is the dominant
natural hazard
risk.”

Natural hazard risks
Natural hazard events are other risks to
consider when engaging in infrastruc
ture construction, and “in the Copenha
gen Metro construction the flood risk is
the dominant natural hazard risk,” says

Safety standards
“The CAR insurance coverage is foremost
there to cover the very rare and unex
pected extreme events that can’t be miti
gated,” says Guy Taylor, Project Director,
Civil Work Management at Metroselska
bet. Risk assessments and day-to-day risk
mitigation are managed by the internal
risk management organisation, following
contractual requirements to comply with
international best practice and standards.

At an estimated
cost of 2.95 billion
EUR, connecting 17
new stations and
measuring 15 km,
the construction
of Cityringen
is the biggest
infrastructure
project in
Copenhagen since
the 17th century.
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The scale of the
Metro project is
massive.

There are two codes of practice for risk
management on tunnelling projects, one
produced by the British Tunnelling So
ciety (BTS) and one produced by the In
ternational Tunnelling Insurance Group
(ITIG). “Both documents are very sim
ilar but we reference A Code of Practice
for Risk Management of Tunnel Works
(ITIG) in our contract,” says Russell Saltmarsh.
The objective of the code is to promote
and secure best practice for the minimi
sation and management of risk associated
with the design and construction of tun
nels, caverns, shafts and associated under
ground structures, including the renova
tion of existing underground structures.
It sets out practices for the identification
of risks, their allocation between the par
ties to the contract and the contract in
surers; and the management and con
trol of risks through the use of risk assess
ments and risk registers.
Each project team and contractor is a
risk owner, and the management team at
Metroselskabet will ensure that the key
skills, sustainable working practice and
risk management – as well as industry
best practices – are promoted throughout
the organisations. Internal risk manage
ment and risk registration are an inher
ent part through all stages of the project,

from the Project Development Stage,
through the Construction Stage to the fi
nal Operational Stage. The risk register
and assessments are always carried for
ward to the next project stage. The risk
registers are required to identify and clar
ify ownership of risks and details, clearly
and concisely, and how the risks are to be
allocated, controlled, mitigated and man
aged. “It’s a highly complex job,” says
Russell, “with multiple risks and owners
that need to be addressed on a daily ba
sis.” The project management of the new
Cityringen will face many challenges dur
ing the construction phase, but given the
extensive experience of the project team,
there are well-developed risk manage
ment structures in place to tackle these
challenges.
The main civil works construction
phase is expected to be completed in the
first half of 2017, followed by a testing
phase, and when the new lines are taken
into operation in 2019, they will be much
welcomed by the citizens of Copenhagen.

The average travelling speed of the trains
through the city will be 40 km/h, includ
ing stops at stations. It is estimated that
by 2025, 130 million passengers will be
travelling on the Copenhagen Metro sys
tem annually.
Infrastructure development is critical
to support social progress and econom
ic growth. Currently, large building pro
jects in energy, transport, water supply
and telecommunications are taking place
throughout the Nordic Region, and If
P&C Insurance and the insurance indus
try as a whole support these enormous
investments as risk consultants and risk
carriers. ■
Fred rik Holm qvist
f red r ik . holmqvist@
if.d k
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Insurance for
Delay in Start-up
The project has a ma
terial loss. A delay can
not be avoided. What
can be done?
company or community
starts a project with the
goal to produce services
or products. The goal in
cludes the idea of growth,
producing a profit or satisfying needs.
When the project has been successful, it
is put to use within a planned time sched
ule. In the case that the project faces a
loss that causes it to be delayed and the
operational phase to move, the principal
suffers a loss before making a profit.
The principal can cover himself/herself
against such a loss in several ways. Prin
cipals can be careful when choosing con
tractors and suppliers to realize his/her
project. He/she can also require all par
ties of the project to ensure a high lev
el of risk management during the project
phases. Despite all the safety measures
taken to secure the project, the principal
can suffer physical loss, causing a delay in
profit income. The principal can take out
insurance against physical losses during
the project phase to ensure his/her profit
starts to flow as planned in the specifica
tion stage of the project. This insurance is
called Delay in Start-up.
Delay in Start-up (DSU) also goes
by other names such as Delayed Start
up, Delayed Earnings, Delayed Opening
of Business and Advanced Loss of Prof
its. They all mean more or less the same
thing. The differences between them
are limited to the definition of Profit or
Earnings and the definition of the princi
pal’s self-retention, meaning waiting peri
od or deductible period.

nancial interest in the loss of profit in case
the project confronts a physical indem
nifiable loss during the realization. Con
tractual penalties or liquidated damag
es are not covered by Delay in Start-up
insurance. Contractors and suppliers are
normally in contracts that have such pen
alties if they do not deliver the agreed
part of the project on time. The principal
or owner is the party in the project who
will suffer the loss of profit after the delay
of the project works. Large-scale projects
regularly have inves
tors behind the principal. These investors
normally also set some
requirements for insurance coverage. Investors need to be added
as beneficiaries to the
Delay in Start-up indemnity when the pro
ject makes a big loss. This is to secure in
vested capital to be reinvested in rebuild
ing or in the case that the assumption pa
rameters of the whole project have been
changed to consider its sensibility.
The object of Delay in Start-up insur
ance is to indemnify the principal for the
actual loss sustained due to a delay in the
completion of the insured works. One
condition of the indemnification is that
all the project works are also insured and
that the direct physical loss is covered ac
cording to the insurance conditions of
the works cover. Contractors’ All Risks,
Erection All Risks or Comprehensive
Project Insurance has to be taken out by
the principal as the indemnity of Delay in
Start-up insurance is based on the under
lying project works coverage. The indem
nity follows the normal loss of profit cal
culation principals where the basis of the
sum insured and the maximum indemnity
is, at the same time, the gross profit.

insurance can only
be taken out by a company that has a fi

T H E I N S U R A N C E P E R I O D of Delay in
Start-Up coincides with the project works

A

D E L AY I N S TA R T - U P
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and testing period and terminates with
the commencement of the operational
phase. The projects normally have agreed
ways to define when the project works
are finished and the operational phase has
started, especially in industrial projects
determined by, for example, a Provision
al Acceptance Certificate of Completion.
Delay in Start-up insurance does not in
clude the maintenance or defect liabili
ty period, due to the operational phase al
ready having normal business interrup
tion or loss of profit insurance cover ap
plying to losses during
normal operation. The
principal can extend
the Delay in Start-up
coverage to include
losses during the transportation of the supplies to the construc
tion and erection site. In some cases, the
coverage can be extended further to the
manufacturing of certain equipment or
machinery on the supplier’s assembly or
manufacturing sites.

“The principal can
take out insurance
against physical
losses during the
project phase."

IF´S RISK MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 1/2015

commences
on the day the handing over would have
taken place had the loss not occurred and
it ends on the day that commercial op
eration starts and at the latest at the end
of the maximum period of indemnity
agreed with the principal and insurer be
forehand. This means that the first day of
possible indemnity is the day of the op
erational phase after completion of the
works according to the time schedule be
fore the loss occurred.
The principal has to agree the length of
the indemnity period with the insurer at
the stage when these parties are agreeing
on the insurance cover. The indemnity
period is normally set to the time needed
to rebuild the project in a worst case sce
nario. The indemnity period is expressed
in months after the originally planned

THE INDEMNITY PERIOD

time schedule for the works. The Delay
in the Start-up indemnity period is short
er than the repair period after the loss has
occurred. This happens due to the expe
diting of the works after the loss and be
fore the date of the planned commercial
operation.
In case the physical loss has delayed the
commercial start day, the principal still
has a deductible period as his/her own
retention per loss. Deductible Period is
also known as waiting period or time ex
cess. The Deductible Period is agreed
in the negotiations between the princi
pal and the insurer. The Deductible Peri
od is expressed in days after the commer
cial operations have started without loss.
During all lost gross profit, it is count
ed as self-retention of the insured party.
The length of the Deductible Period de
pends on the risk severity of the commer
cial operation.
indemnity depends
on the calculation of the sum insured for
the DSU. The normal calculation of the
sum insured adds the fixed costs to the
net profit, meaning gross profit. Anoth
er way of calculating it, which gives the

THE AMOUNT OF

same result, is to deduct it from the var
iable costs of the turnover. The sum in
sured also has to reflect the gross prof
it value of the indemnity period. In some
rear cases, the sum insured as well as the
fixed daily value can be calculated when
the starting operation has the nature to
produce steady and constant output,
without seasonal variations.
DSU indemnity and loss settlement are
based on the principal’s actual loss sus
tained not on the sum insured. Howev
er, the loss settlement should be based on
the same kind of calculations as those on
which the sum insured has been specified.
measures
are required from the principal who is in
sured. These risk management actions fo
cus on the project works part to prevent
possible losses. Insurers also demand oth
er obligations from the principal to ful
fil DSU insurance conditions. The lev
el of obligations depends on how big the
project is and the severity of the exposure
of the principal’s occupancy cast on the
insurer’s balance sheet. Insurers can de
mand that the principal provide informa
tion on a regular basis regarding actual

ACTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT

work progress including different parts of
the project, updating the scheduled date
of hand-over and information on material
damages that may contribute to a delay.
Insurers can also perform site visits to
inspect the level of risk management and
progress of the site. Insurers very often
involve external experts or consultant to
follow up what happens on the insured
site and the progress.
The principal or owner of a project has
a considerable number of issues to solve
when he/she starts to prepare to invest
in a project. A further reason is that he/
she will benefit greatly while in contact
with his/her insurer in order to secure
the success of the financial result of the
project. ■
Pekka Miettinen
p ek k a. m ie ttinen@
if.f i
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Insurance
solutions for
investing
in Africa

In Africa, the insurance sector is
heavily regulated. The aim is to protect
African insurance companies from in
ternational competition.
Add in legislation-related differenc
es and local insurance rules and practic
es, and the need for reliable and local
expertise in insurance matters becomes
all too apparent.
Mia Himberg believes that custom
ers should present their business plans
at an early stage, so that a network of
services can be built based on the cus
tomers’ needs.

Billion-euro investments in Africa by
major Nordic firms demand a great
deal from insurance companies. “If
is able to offer customers investing
in Africa a much wider and higherquality partner network than those
of its Nordic competitors,” promises
Mia Himberg, Head of International
Partner Network.

A

frica currently has
the world’s fast
est-growing econ
omies.
Africa’s 54
countries have a
total of about 600 insurance compa
nies and 40 reinsurance companies.
If offers a wide range of insurance
solutions in support of customers op
erating in Africa.
“The pan-African Globus was select
ed as our partner in 2012, because it
has the largest network in Africa, and
its member companies represent the
biggest local actors on the markets,”
notes Mia Himberg.

10

S E V E N O F T H E world’s ten fastestgrowing economies are located in SubSaharan Africa.
These seven countries are Congo,
Mozambique, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Mali,
Tanzania and Ghana.
A key factor accelerating economic
growth in Africa is the demand for raw
materials in other parts of the world.
China has noticed that, by building
airports and roads in Africa, it gains
access to African oil, zinc and alumini
um reserves.
There is also a need for harbours,
electricity, telecommunications and
clean water. Infrastructure invest
ments have also raised interest in Afri
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I F ’ S PA RT N E R , T H E

ca amongst Nordic firms.
About 80 Swedish, 250 Danish, 66
Finnish and 94 Norwegian firms now
have operations on the African conti
nent, and many have established a sub
sidiary there.
E X PA N D I N G O P E R AT I O N S I N T O

new countries poses new types of risks
and surprises from the administrative
perspective and, above all, involves a
decision on who will be responsible
for safeguarding the company’s bal
ance sheet. Cultural differences and
language problems often have a major
impact on the way risks and insurance
matters are managed.

Although almost every country has
its own insurance regulations, the har
monisation of legislation is moving for
ward.
As a rule, an unregistered foreign in
surance company is not allowed to in
sure against local risks. Harmonisation
efforts can also be seen in the way in
which the ‘cash before cover’ principle
has become more common. This refers
to the insurance cover being valid only
when the premiums have been paid.
Regional Manager Heini Heideman
and her colleagues
establish and man
age relations with
network partners
and develop process
es that guarantee or
ensure the manage
ment of local insur
ances linked to Glob
al Programmes.
“The worldwide programme of a sin
gle Nordic country can include more
than 50 local policies. If’s customers
have more than 2,000 local policies in
over a hundred countries,” Heini Hei
deman elaborates.
Demand for international travel in
surance is also rising rapidly. This is
usually the first insurance policy to be
taken out at the launch phase of new
projects. As operations expand, this
type of cover is supplemented by pro
ject, liability and property insurances.

“The pan-African
Globus has the
largest network
in Africa."

pan-African Glo
bus, headquartered
in Doula, Came
roon, includes mem
ber companies from
37 African countries.
The group is constantly growing and is
expected to have presence in 44 coun
tries in a not too distant future.
Globus has set strict requirements
for member companies. As members,
Globus tries to select insurance com
panies that are among the three largest
in their home countries. Large size and
strong expertise help to ensure things
run smoothly.
“The team of If’s Network unit is
tasked with ensuring that the network
functions properly. Our focus is on op
erating practices, level of service and
international development trends with
in the insurance sector. It is also our
task to keep the network up to date
and monitor our partners’ quality of
operations on a regular basis.”
“By co-operating with one large op
erator, we save time and money for our
customers,” says Mia Himberg.
The risk management directors of
If’s corporate customers have been de
lighted with how well Globus works.

“ T H R O U G H G L O B U S , W E also receive
rapid information on the insurance mar
kets in various African countries and on
any changes in their regulations,” says
Regional Manager Heini Heideman,
who is responsible for co-operation with
English-speaking African countries.
“Globus also has its own reinsur
ance company, whose responsibilities
are guaranteed by major international
reinsurers. This increases the reliability
of the insurance solutions that we pro
vide locally.”

W I T H O U T I F ’ S P A R I S office and the
contribution of the French Annabelle
Fiori, it is unlikely that If would be of
fering a service concept of the kind it
now provides to customers operating
in Africa.
“French is the official language
in almost half of all African coun
tries, and the harmonisation of insur
ance legislation has advanced furthest
in the member countries of the CIMA
(Conférence Interafricaine des Mar
chés d’Assurances), which are former
French colonies,” says Annabelle Fiori
of If’s Paris office.
Annabelle specialises in internation
al business and liability insurance un
derwriting, due to which she is high
ly familiar with the standards required
by If’s customers. These are key quali
ties in the management of everyday in
surance issues.
“I am in almost daily contact with
the Globus hub.”

As a Regional Manager, Annabelle
Fiori is responsible for Africa in general
and for the French-speaking countries
of Africa in particular.
“The more familiar we are with the
local insurance markets and legislation,
the easier it is for us to sell internation
al services to our customers,” say both
Heini Heideman and Annabelle Fiori.
In the case of more complex loss
events, If makes use of internation
al loss adjusters. Claims Director Mike
Freeman of If’s London office is close
ly connected with the best inspection
and loss adjustment companies in the
business. “In the case of major losses,
we know who to contact,” say Heini
Heideman and Annabelle Fiori.
T H E A F R I C A N S T A T E S need sustain
able industries, regional integration,
closing of the infrastructure gap and
greening of the economy.
What has become a great competi
tive advantage for Africa is the fact that
they do not have any legacy systems.
They can jump over several stages in
development on various areas and save
money when no huge maintenance and
rebuilding of old systems are needed.
Many traditionally sold services are di
rectly created as mobile service or an
internet application.
Secondly it seems that funders for
foreign investments are increasingly de
manding proof of sustainability. Sus
tainability and responsible enterpris
ing shall be closely connected to prof
itability.
The third major issue is infrastruc
ture. Largest reason for poverty is lack
ing infrastructure. Africa has a weaker
competitive position due the poor ac
cess to energy. A strong focus is put on
Electricity production and distribution.
Sustainable energy access is prerequi
site for all development, at the mo
ment a bottle neck. 600 million people
are without electricity and the situation
becomes even more severe due to the
doubling of the population by 2040.
This offers huge possibilities for Nor
dic industry. ■

Harry No rdqvist
har r y. nord qvist@
if.f i
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1. Contract drafting

Contracts are the cornerstone of
any business transaction. A good
contract ensures delivery of the
agreed quality at the agreed price
and time.

Managing risks in contracts

C

O M PA N I E S T H AT D O

not focus on contract
management often fail
to meet expectations
with regard to the quality of a product or service and the handling of risks. Not only
does a good contract ensure delivery of
the agreed quality at the agreed price
and at the agreed time, but also when it
comes to liability cases, the company’s
legal position will often be favourable
if it has drafted and managed its contracts well.
As the volume and complexity of the
business increases, so does the risk exposure, and it is a fact that the number
of claims and contract disputes over the
last years has increased. Even highly professional companies with a clear dedication to quality cannot fully avoid the risk
of becoming involved in disputes with
their contract partners. When the dis-

12

pute is a fact, the relationship between
the parties often turns sour, and the
losses can be significant.
If’s clients operate in a wide range of
fields, from manufacturing of goods to
design of buildings, construction, energy production, fish farming, providing
consultancy services, etc. When faced
with a liability claim or a lawsuit, the
companies can turn to their liability insurance carrier, and the insurance company and the insured party together will
start the work of evaluating the claim.
Each reported case has its own dynamics. The claim could be of a technical nature, which is often the case in
product liability claims, or it could be
of a strict legal nature. No matter the
context, in order to provide good legal advice, as attorneys at If we must obtain in-depth knowledge of the insured
party’s area of expertise and the legal
framework within which the insured
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party operates. An important part of
the legal assessment involves reviewing
any contract that may exist between the
claimant and our insured party.
Some of our cases have involved comprehensive contracts in which all items
are laid out in minute detail. On the
other hand, we often see agreements
that are closed in a single sentence in an
e-mail. In one particular case the only
written evidence of the parties’ agreement was information found on a paper napkin: signatures scribbled down
in a hotel lobby over a drink in the early hours of the morning. Even though
these different agreements were all legally binding, the contract situations create
different challenges for the parties themselves and for the lawyers trying to resolve disputes that may arise from them.
M A N Y C O M P A N I E S H A V E high awareness of how they should manage con-

tract risk, and they have spent a substantial amount of time drafting written policies to ensure quality in contract handling
as well as compliance. As lawyers, we encourage the use of such checklists, which
should include items of contract drafting
and reviewing, how to handle the negotiating phase, as well as documentation and
storage.
However, the problem is not normally the quality of the policy itself but that
checklists are not always implemented
throughout the organization and that individual mistakes are made. With schedules fully booked, the company policies and their requirements may be overlooked or not given enough priority on a
busy workday. Making sure that all levels
of the organization are committed to improving contract management is a good
way to start.
We would also add some simple suggestions here.

• Read your clients’ terms of deliv
ery/contract wording thoroughly,
even though they may be standard
wording. Your counterpart’s con
tract could carve out some of the
benefits you intended for yourself
in the transaction. Keep an active
approach and seek to clarify such
differences, do not rely solely on
your own standard terms of deliv
ery to ‘outdo’ those of your coun
terpart.
• Choice of law and venue is an im
portant, but often overlooked, part
of the contract. These issues are of
ten dealt with in the late phases of
the negotiations when most oth
er conditions are agreed upon. The
parties, content that the major is
sues are in place, sometimes fail to
analyse the legal and practical con
sequences of choosing a foreign law
or venue. When accepting a cer
tain choice of law, you must know
how this impacts the interpretation
of the contract, and in some ven
ues certain contract clauses may be
unenforceable. Before accepting a
venue, you should consider wheth
er there are practicalities that need
to be sorted out and what cost you
would incur if you had to establish
a legal defence in a foreign venue.
• Review your contracts from time to
time. Your terms of delivery or oth
er contracts may not always be up
to date with your current needs.
Should there be a change in your
business strategy, your contracts

should be harmonized. If you take
over new business, make sure the
contract structure fits the existing
one of the company or take advan
tage of the ‘best practice’ from each
company.
• Before contract reviews, involve
stakeholders that are or may be re
sponsible for contracts within their
department. Get them involved so
they understand the key legal and
business risk factors associated with
each party and contract type and
identify the areas of focus.
• When changes are made to a con
tract, the contract obligations
should be aligned with the terms
and conditions of the company’s in
surance policies. If the insurance
company has accepted a risk pro
vided that a certain condition is in
place, you should ensure that the
new agreement does not create
problems in relation to insurance
coverage.
In one case, one of our insured parties,
a small architect firm, faced a liabili
ty claim of several million euros. When
the claim’s handler asked the insured
party to confirm that it had used a cer
tain agreed document that was a con
dition of full coverage in its liability pol
icy, the architect did not know if this
was in place.
This uncertainty caused a great deal
of tension within the architect’s com
pany before it could eventually estab
lish that the agreed document had in
deed been included in its contract and
that it had full insurance coverage.

2. Negotiations
• Are the negotiations handled in the
best way possible?
In one of our cases, the take-home
lesson for our client was that it was
overpowered in the negotiation
phase, leaving it little or no bargain
ing power.
The company was represented by a
bargaining team consisting of techni
cal people who were very skilful at what
they did but had little experience or in
terest in negotiation. Its contract part
ner, on the other hand, was a sales per-

son who was very business smart and
had managed to persuade his counter
part to accept what turned out to be
highly unfavourable terms and condi
tions.
The technical company’s manage
ment later acknowledged an improve
ment area when it came to negotiation.
The next member of staff it would hire
would not be yet another person with
technical expertise but a person who
could strengthen its client team with
negotiation skills and build future cus
tomer relations.
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3. Documentation
and contract storage
• We see many cases that are lost due
to lack of documentation. Make sure
the contract itself is stored safely and
do not forget to keep also any emails and other written communica
tion that could help clarify the par
ties’ intentions. In professional in
demnity cases, in particular, though
this could also be true for other cas
es, the courts expect the profession
al to ensure that any advice or agree
ment is documented in writing. Pro
vided that the client has a reasonable
argument for his/her disagreement
with his/her counterpart’s interpre
tation, the professional will be carry
ing the burden of proof. This means

that, e.g., a lawyer, an accountant or
a real estate broker who relies sole
ly on trust and ‘gentlemen’s agree
ments’ with his/her client risks los
ing any disagreement that could
spring out of the case, whether due
to misunderstandings or the client
suddenly seeming to ‘remember’ de
tails of a conversation in a different
way. We have represented many in
sured parties that in hindsight must
acknowledge that the litigation in
which they became involved could
have been avoided by one short email summarizing what the parties
had agreed upon.

Conclusions
C L I E N T S W H O H A V E an in-depth
understanding of their own contracts
and have thoroughly analysed what
could go wrong have a better chance
of avoiding misunderstandings and un
wanted incidents. Clear wording will
allocate responsibility for fulfilment of
contractual duties.
Several cases we have dealt with
have involved previous business part
ners who had not been clear enough
on what they expected from each oth
er in the project, causing disagreement
and lack of trust. Their underper
formance under the contract eventual
ly led to financial loss for parties down
the contract chain. Even though the li
ability claim was a heavy burden for
our insured parties, for some of them
the loss of reputation and the sense of
personal loss caused by the business
break-up were almost as troubling as
the litigation itself.

within, the chances of misunderstand
ings and receiving a claim are less like
ly. However, if a claim is filed, clear ex
pectations in a contract could facilitate
managing the claim and assessing the
litigation risk, which again could ease
potential settlement discussions. Re
solving the dispute through settlement
is often a good solution for the parties,
as this could minimize friction and
help the parties resume a business rela
tionship afterwards.
One lesson is vital: the value of good
contracts is realized only after they
have been signed. ■
Ni n a Torg r i m sby
n i n a.to rg ri m s by@
i f. n o
Ja n n e Ka r i n e n
S a n dborg
j an n e . k ari n en .
s an dbo rg @ i f. n o

I F A C O N T R A C T is drafted with clear
wording on the scope of work or de
livery and the parties’ duties within the
contract, while at the same time imple
menting a limitation of liability suit
able to the line of business operated
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HEALTH INSURANCE

Obamacare – the new
U.S. health reform
Highlights of the U.S. health reform – new requirements
for individuals and companies

T

he Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), of
ten called Obamacare, was
signed into law by Barack
Obama in year 2010. The pur
pose of the Act was to en
sure that all Americans have access to afforda
ble, quality health care while at the same time
reducing health care costs via the government
healthcare programs (Medicare/Mediaid).
Four years ago the uninsured population in
the U.S. was almost 50 million, or approxi
mately 15% of the whole population. The ACA
is expected to facilitate coverage for addition
al 30 million persons. High-level areas of po
tential impact from this reform on the medical
claims are accelerated medical costs and higher
waiting time for treatments. On the other side,
on a long term basis one can expect a healthi
er workforce which will have positive influence
on claims duration, severity and successful re
turn to work.
the obligations for
an individual and members of their household
to have health insurance, called the Individual
Mandate. The demands on the insurance cov
erage contains for example compulsory preven
tative coverage, guarantee for renewal, no ex
clusion for pre-existing conditions for individu
al members on a plan and restrictions to annual
or lifetime limits. If the individual doesn’t have
the mandatory insurance coverage they may
have to pay a penalty, within the individual´s
federal income tax return.

T H E A C A R E G U L AT E S

T H E A C A A L S O requires large employ
ers with an average of 50 or more fulltime employees, to provide a mini
mum essential coverage (MEC) to
their employees. A non U.S. em
ployer can be a large employ
er based on the number of
full time employees provid
ing services within
the U.S. A fail
ure by an appli
cable large em
ployer to of
fer compliant
health cover

“Each
individual
expatriate
employment
contract should
be analyzed in
order to plan
how to avoid
tax implications
and company
fines."

age may subject them to penalties under certain
conditions.
The effective date of the Individual mandate
was Jan 1, 2014 and for the Employer mandate
Jan 1, 2015.
T H E U . S . G O V E R N M E N T has not yet giv
en clear instructions how to apply the ACA re
quirements for employees expatriated to and
from the U.S. It is for example unclear if all ex
patriate plans guaranteed by foreign govern
ments will be regarded as MEC.
The Individual mandate likely applies to ex
patriates who are employed by a U.S. compa
ny and are sent on assignment to work abroad.
There are exclusions from this rule, for example
depending on time-limits.
The ACA regulations also includes foreign
nationals employed by non-U.S. companies
sent to work in the U.S, however there are ex
emptions that may be applicable. For example
no penalty seems to be applicable if the assign
ment period is less than three months.
The individual penalties for failing to fulfill
the ACA requirements may create additional
costs for the employer if the assignment policy
requires the employer to reimburse the expatri
ate for the tax penalties.
It is likely that an ACA compliant insurance
will become one criteria for the Immigration
department to give visa in the future.
If is closely following the ACA implementa
tion and practices. We recommend that expa
triate policyholders contact their local HR ex
perts in the U.S. Each individual expatriate em
ployment contract should be analyzed in order
to plan how to avoid tax implications and com
pany fines. ■

Read more:
www.obamacarefacts.com/obamacare-facts/
www.healthcare.gov/

Lo t t a Jämsen
lotta. jam sen@if.fi
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Power plants in
a changing world

RAV (%) =

Annual maintenance cost × 100
Maintained Assets Replacement Value

Thermal power-generating facilities are aging fast. It has been estimated
that nearly half of the production capacity operating in 2030 must be
built in the years 2010–2030.

Preparing for breakdown
Operators of power plants and, especially, turbines are faced with the requirement to maintain aging equipment efficiently. The traditionally conservative approach to maintenance scheduling is be16

ing replaced by reliability- and conditionbased criteria in a growing number of
power plants.
With aging equipment, the number of
machinery breakdowns is bound to increase. Theoretically, the rate of machinery
breakdowns compared with the operating time can be demonstrated with a bathtub curve.
In If’s experience, the theory behind
the bathtub curve reflects the reality quite
well. The challenge for the power plant
owners and operators is to measure, analyse and make the correct assumptions
about the condition of their machinery
and decide both the
schedule and the scope
of the maintenance.
The most likely risk of
breakdown must be
predicted as accurately
as possible in advance
including a profile of
the duration of breakdowns. The timeline
for machinery breakdowns is presented in
Figure 1. With this information it is possible to develop maintenance investment
strategies based on risk assessment, not
purely on OEM recommendations.
Together with intelligent maintenance
procedures, it is important to have a wellthought-out back-up plan and to consider its risks. In many cases, after the initial breakdown the back-up plan also fails.
Old power plants have been downgraded to be operated as peak load and backup plants. The maintenance strategy for
these plants is usually based on corrective action, and when needed in emergency situations the start-up can be anything
but easy.
Due to the shape of the bathtub curve,
the maintenance operations should be executed with a reduced maintenance interval during the ‘Infant mortality’ and
‘wear out’ period. After the ‘Infant mor-
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tality’ period the maintenance interval
can be lengthened if machinery breakdown analyses support this.
Breakdowns during the ‘Infant mortality’ period are usually related to problems
during the machinery design, construc
tion, commissioning and start-up period
and are hard to predict and prevent. The
machinery breakdowns that can be evad
ed with good condition monitoring are
related to wear and tear, and the ‘con
stant failures’ and ‘wear out failures’ pe
riods in Figure 2. If the operation philos
ophy or nominal values differ from those
originally designed, the wear and tear failures are bound to in
crease. The machinery
will be aging techni
cally more rapidly than
expected. Wear out
failures will keep grow
ing despite invest
ments in maintenance.
With different operat
ing philosophies, the
Replacement Asset
Value (RAV) of ma
chinery will grow too large to bear soon
er than designed.
The RAV tells you how well your expenditure on capital equipment is being looked after. At 20 %, the RAV maintenance cost has increased so much that
it is possible to buy a new machine eve
ry five years.
At high RAV, machinery is very expen
sive to maintain and reflects the following
possibilities:
• aggressive operation conditions
• poor operating and maintenance prac
tices
• substandard product quality

“Advanced preventive maintenance technologies are
becoming more
important.”

Maintenance strategies
Different maintenance strategies can
usually be described with the following
terms:
• periodic

Figure 1. Machinery breakdown timeline
Condition
starts to
change

Figure 2. Bathtub curve of machinery
breakdown
Decreasing
failure rate

Preventing time

Vibrations
detected by
analysis

Excessive
friction,
particles
in oil
Failure rate

Machinery condition

A

t the same time, the
role of thermal power
as a provider of base
load is changing because of the increasing
focus on intermittent
renewable energy sources. The integration of wind and solar power systems has
introduced additional variations into the
system. Alongside fluctuating demand,
there is an increasing amount of fluctuating supply with priority feed-in. All this
results in increasing variability of supply and thus the need for reserve, balance
and back-up power increases.
As a result, aging power plants are required to adapt to flexible operation in
response to changes in the demand for
electrical power. To extend the life and
manage the maintenance of plants, advanced preventive maintenance technologies are becoming more important.
Equipment manufacturers have been developing new methods in non-destructive inspection, life assessment technology
and rationalization technology for scheduled inspections of main equipment used
in power generation to strengthen preventive maintenance and increase the efficiency of maintenance.
Using these methods, it is possible to
obtain vast amounts of information about
the condition of the machinery. At the
same time, it takes a great deal of expertise to interpret these data. Recommendations are not always unambiguous and
they are often presented without an order of importance. As a result, the main
recommendations in these reports may be
overlooked without proper interpretation
of the data and results.
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Figure 3. Maintenance
strategies

“The maintenance
strategies should
start with the
OEM recommen
dations."

Periodic
mainte
nance

Condition
based
mainte
nance

Corrective
action based
maintenance
Total
cost

Costs

Optimum
Repair
cost

Prevention
costs

Number of failures

• condition based
• corrective action based
A periodic maintenance strategy is usu
ally defined in the OEM instructions. It
is based on the total operating hours, ma
chinery age, number of start-ups and
shut-downs and sometimes also has limi
tations for stand-still time. This is the ba
sis for further maintenance strategy devel
opment if necessary.
Condition based maintenance is de
fined by the machinery operator experts
or external experts (can also be OEM)
based on different measurements and
analysis made during the machinery op
erating hours and revision findings. Con
dition based maintenance is the most ef
ficient maintenance strategy, but it is also
the most time- and resource-consuming.
Corrective action based maintenance is
a strategy in which machinery is repaired
or changed after breakdown. This has a
huge negative impact on plant reliability.
18

As stated before, excessive maintenance
is expensive. It is also important to realize
that during maintenance works the ma
chine is very vulnerable. There can be nu
merous incidents during revisions and the
revision crew can also make mistakes.
With a condition-based maintenance
strategy, the total maintenance costs are
kept as low as reasonably possible. The
maintenance strategies should start with
the OEM recommendations, but after
knowledge of the machinery accumulates,
the development of maintenance invest
ment strategies can be based on risk as
sessment and revision findings not pure
ly on OEM recommendations. However,
the recommended maintenance intervals
should not be significantly exceeded.
After a trip of the machine or suspect
ed possible machinery breakdown, it is al
ways extremely important to inspect the
machinery, operating conditions and pos
sible reasons for alarm or trip and con
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duct necessary works before trying to
start up the machine again.
Finally, it is very important to under
stand that revision of machinery does not
make them new.
Revision procurement
Larger power plant operators usually have
their own revision crews that circulate
their power plants performing mainte
nance and turbine revisions. Power plant
operators with fewer turbines usually pro
cure the revision works from an OEM,
other turbine manufacturers or independ
ent companies. In this case, however, the
time between revisions can be close to
ten years. During this time, the lessons
from the previous revision may be forgot
ten or personnel may have changed.
In both cases the project can bene
fit from hiring an external expert as the
owner’s engineer. An outsider’s view and
experiences will provide different opin

ions and can benchmark the quality of
works to other power companies.
An owner’s engineer represents the
project owner during the design, devel
opment and construction phase to con
firm that the work is executed well and
within legal standards. Though it may
not seem intuitive, hiring an owner’s en
gineer can actually reduce a project’s
overall costs. The expense of the own
er’s engineer is often counterbalanced
by savings obtained through tight con
trol of the different project sectors. This
third party is not directly involved in
the design and construction project, in
stead it acts as an advocate for the own
er to apply due diligence. Typically, an
entire engineering company, rather than
an individual engineer, provides this ser
vice. The owner’s engineers can include a
team of people from different engineer
ing specialties.
After the revision, the condition of the

machinery should be estimated with suit
able measurements. These measurements
will provide the base level to which the
turbine will be compared in the future.
Comparing these figures to the ones re
corded after the turbine commissioning
will give an estimation of the remaining
technical lifetime of a turbine. The con
firmed condition of the turbine during
the revision will be the basis for adjust
ing the turbine maintenance and revision
schedule and operations.
Soon after the revision is finished, all
the information, documents, measuring
and testing data should be collected and
stored. All participants should give their
estimations of the project with improve
ment considerations for the next revision.

downtime and catastrophe. Thus, main
taining, improving and testing the safety
features is extremely important. Testing
should be done as a routine in the plant.
The execution of these tests should be
properly documented together with pos
sible problems detected. Working with an
OEM helps to develop a test procedure
and the necessary documentation.
When possible, testing procedures as
well as start-up and shut-down proce
dures should be observed from the con
trol room as well as in the field. The role
of the field operators is to ensure that all
functions are working as expected with
out any extraordinary findings.
For turbines, trip throttle valves, tur
bine trip valves, governor valves and
steam extraction, check valves should be
exercised weekly to reduce the probabil
ity of stuck valves. Replacing mechanical
governors and mechanical overspeed pro
tection devices with electronic governors
and electronic overspeed protection sys
tems is highly recommended. All turbinerelated testing should be done according
to well-documented procedures togeth
er with operators qualified for the pro
cedures. Testing of the safety equipment
poses a high risk to the production with
out well-thought-out and meticulously
executed testing procedures. ■
Mikko Eteläm äki
m ik ko.etela ma ki@if.fi

Testing of the safety equipment
In most of the cases, the proper func
tioning of the safety equipment has been
the dividing factor between unscheduled
IF´S RISK MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 1/2015
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ations. Nuotto, who was also working in
HR at the time of the Boxing Day tsuna
mi, emphasises the human aspect of her
work. Feedback from Outotec’s own em
ployees and their families on work done
in successful anticipation of problems
provides Nuotto with her greatest suc
cesses.
“I often compare this to a doctor’s
work – you must remember to treat peo
ple with respect. In HR management,
you get to see all sides of life. You need
to work as professional as possible even in
unpleasant situations, although that is not
always easy.”

to a new country, novel challenges can
arise: difficult conditions, political uncer
tainty, or health risks.
For example, recent events and other
economic and political upheaval in Rus
sia are being continuously monitored. In
Nuotto’s opinion, this means that unex
pected geopolitical issues will pose new
kinds of risks over the next few years.
Due to the situation in Russia, it has be
come noticeably more challenging to per
suade some employees to go there on se
condments.
“However, as a rule, our employ
ees have been happy to work all over the
world. Training employees to work in
a new country of secondment is part of
good human resources management. The
significance of this is emphasised when
the location is in a risk area and condi
tions are difficult.”
is a prereq
uisite of good HR operations. The pre
diction of personal, health and safety risks
is a key part of the HR strategy of today’s
businesses. In addition, Nuotto regards
the prediction of health risks as a key is
sue in corporate HR.
“It is particularly important to antici
pate any risks – to prepare, train and in
form. We ensure that employees’ insur
ance cover, health issues and travel safe
ty are in order. By training our employ
ees, we aim to make sure that they are as
well prepared as possible. Good prepara
tion is part of taking care of our employ
ees,” Nuotto emphasises.
Outotec’s customers are sometimes lo
cated in more remote parts of countries
where, for example, the standard of oc
cupational healthcare services can leave
something to be desired. Last year's Eb
ola outbreak was a risk which Outotec
also had to prepare for. In addition, em
ployees themselves tend to be most con
cerned about possible health risks. How
ever, even the best strategy is not water
tight and unexpected incidents can occur.
“In the last few years, we have noticed
that situations can change fairly quickly –
an environment that is stable one minute
can become challenging the next,” Nuot
to points out.
However, good preparation has been
highly beneficial for Outotec and minor
robberies are the worst situations faced
by its employees in recent times. Nuotto
nevertheless still regards continuous de
velopment as an area in need of attention.
Safety issues should be borne in mind by
all companies and should be run through
regularly so that employees can learn how
to act going forward.

P R E PA R I N G FO R C H A N G E

An agile HR
copes in crisis

Extreme events and a rapidly changing world play a major role in
the human resources management of companies. Sudden economic
changes and political instability are posing extra challenges for
companies’ HR departments.

W

orking in the HR
department of
an international
company requires
the rapid identification of sudden economic and political changes in the world. Kirsi Nuotto, Senior Vice President, Human Capital, of the mining technology company

20

Outotec, emphasises the importance of
rapid decision-making.
“Due to sudden change, greater agility has been required of HR in recent
years. HR requires a local and global
presence. You also have to understand
the multiple aspects of business operations and the surrounding society,” she
explains.
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Outotec’s 5,000 experts work in the
company’s sale and service centres in
27 countries, many outside their home
countries. With employees representing several nationalities and the company operating in a range of cultural environments, the HR department
needs to take a broad view of management. When employees are seconded

“Safety issues should
be borne in mind
by all companies
and should be run
through regularly so
that employees can
learn how to act going
forward.”
Kirsi Nuotto
Senior Vice President, Human Capital

N A T U R A L D I S A S T E R S A R E also a cause
of much deliberation in HR and prep
arations for these are as careful as pos
sible. According to Nuotto, employees
have been flown home due to incidents
such as earthquakes, but demonstrations
and other safety risks are also treated with
equal concern.
Outotec is well aware of where its em
ployees are working at any given time.
Employees receive targeted information
on events in their working areas, through
a text message service provided by SOS.
In addition to everyday issues, such as
flight cancellations, the service provides
information on safety issues.
“Through this service, our employ
ees receive information on their mobile
phones if, for example, they need to avoid
certain high-risk areas,” Nuotto explains.
Although the company's process works
well, the help of local authorities and oth
er people is needed in more serious situ

I N N U O T T O ’ S O P I N I O N , securing skills
in both the short and long term is an area
in need of development in Finnish com
panies. At Outotec, this is supported by
activities such as mentoring among em
ployees, which is seen as an important
bridge between generations and cultures.
A long-standing expert who has acted
as a mentor for dozens of younger col
leagues is extremely valuable to a com
pany.
“In a rapidly changing world, the dis
semination of knowledge and skills is very
important. In addition to good leader
ship, the sharing of information between
employees is of great importance. If you
have no experience, you have no knowl
edge, either.”
Even if the culture of the country in
which you are working is different from
your own, a harmonious corporate cul
ture pulls employees together.
“Shared values, a common mission
and meaningful work are the factors that
bring people together,” Nuotto contin
ues.
Attracting and retaining good experts
always forms part of the main HR agen
da. Good human resources management
aims to make employees commit to their
work and to long careers. Varied tasks of
fered by the company and factors such
as job rotation opportunities, which take
employees from one department or conti
nent to another, assist in this process.
“The development of an inspiring and
engaging corporate culture is therefore
an important focus area for everyone,”
Nuotto concludes. ■

Heid i R istilä
heid i. r ist ila @if.fi
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CLIENT: KONGSBERG TECHNOLOGY PARK

PHOTOS: KONSBERG TECHNOLOGY PARK

Kongsberg Technology Park:

Preparing for
the flood
The tech companies in Kongsberg are preparing for the
200 year flood they hope will never happen.

O

n Thursday 5th
July 2007, the wa
ter level in the riv
er Numedalslågen
in Norway was five
metres higher than
normal for the time of year.
The river flows right through the
town of Kongsberg and was just deci
metres away from spilling over the lev
ees in front of Kongsberg Technolo
gy Park, where some 40 different busi
nesses are located employing more
than 6,000 people.
Nearly one thousand cubic metres of
water were roaring past every second.
That’s the equivalent of four hundred
fully-loaded, 24-metre-long lorries eve
ry minute.
Two of Kongsberg’s Defence &
Aerospace (KDA) buildings, locat
ed right next to the river, were at most
risk. The buildings are used for the
manufacture and storage of missiles.
The basement was already flooded.
On the Friday, the waters of the riv
er started to ebb and a day or so lat
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er the levels were more or less back to
normal.
“After this incident, we were left in
no doubt that major investments was
essential to prevent the future risk of
flooding,” says Frode Skistad, Direc
tor of Kongsberg Technology Park, the
company that owns most of the prop
erties in the industrial estate and man
ages practically all the others.
“When property is at risk of flood
ing there are large amounts of mon
ey at stake. Apart from the damage it
causes to buildings and other struc
tures, flooding also disrupts production
which subsequently affects a compa
ny’s ability to fulfil contracts and meet
deadlines.”
A permanent solution
The danger of the river Numedalslå
gen overflowing its banks is not the
only threat.
In the 1970s, a bay along the west
bank of the river was filled with blasted
rocks. The new ground is five metres
above the river Numedalslågen, which
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was considered a more than adequate
safety margin.
Everything was fine for about 15
years, after which the water began to
seep up through the rocks and under
neath the KDA building, part of which
is built on the landfill.
When the water level is high, there is
intense pressure from below.
A wall of steel
The flooding in 2007 made the re
sponsible parties realise that there was
a real risk of the water quite simply lift
ing the entire KDA building and caus
ing irreparable damage.
“It was absolutely clear that major
investments were required to address
the problem once and for all,” Frode
Skistad remarks.
The Norwegian authorities have in
troduced regulations stipulating that
for new property to be built alongside
the river, for which land has been set
aside, it must be protected to withstand
a 200-year flood, a flood wave that is
seven metres higher than normal.

Improvised
flood barrier
in Kongsberg
during flooding.

A solution that is brand new for the
Nordic countries has now been developed
by Kongsberg. This is how it works:
• Large rocks and stones will be removed
from the riverbed alongside the Tech
nology Park and the bottom will be
raised a few metres using gravel and
sand. A small barrier of blasted rock de
marcates the bottom elevation out to
wards the river.
• A 300-metre long steel wall will be in
serted all the way down to the bedrock
ten metres away from the bank.
• A centimetre-thick sand and benton
ite mat will be embedded in the sand
and gravel to cover the entire area be
tween the river bank and the steel wall.
The mat expands up to fifteen times its
size when wet, creating a totally water
tight barrier.
• A 1.5-metre-high concrete wall will be
erected along the riverbank to provide
protection from fierce flooding. Should
the situation become even more ex
treme, it is possible to raise the height
of the wall by about two metres using
steel plates.
Important monitoring
The new wall will protect the built-up
area should flooding occur.
But it will also prevent rainwater from
flowing into the river Numedalslågen.
And persistent, intense rainfall is typical
when flooding occurs.
“It must be possible to channel the
rainwater away, otherwise, we will have
created a swimming pool,” Frode Skistad explains.
“That’s why we are constructing two
sizeable pumping stations that we can
turn on during river overflow and torren
tial rainfall.”
Kongsberg Technology Park has invest
ed more than 60 million Norwegian kro
ner in this undertaking.
Preparations have been under way for
a long time and considerable focus has
been placed on the effects of the con
struction on buildings on the opposite
side of the river and on the environment.
All the filling material is to be washed to
ensure it has no adverse impact on the
freshwater mussels and other species in
the river.
The construction work began in Janu
ary this year and completion is expected
by the autumn.
Naturally, there are risks involved.
“What worries me the most is if there is
a major flooding later on this year,” says
Sigmar Karason, the Project Manager.
“Should that happen, all the work we
have done will be washed away and we'll

have to start all over again. We also have
to be mindful when pounding the steel
wall into the riverbed, as this causes the
ground to shake and many of the busi
nesses in the Technology Park are hightech companies whose activities are sensi
tive to this type of disturbance.”
Frode Skistad adds that it is impor
tant to inspect and monitor the quality of
construction at every stage.
“This project requires extreme accuracy
and thoroughness,” he says.
“It would not be easy to find a leak in
the barrier.”
Anders Rørvik Ellingbø, who is Head
of Risk Management at If Industrial,
Norway is impressed by the project.
“There is a real risk of Kongsberg be
ing hit by devastating flooding,” he says.
“From what we can gather, climate
change will cause the water levels in the
river Numedalslågen to rise even more in
the future. The Technology Park is acting
in a responsible, long-term way by invest
ing in safety and taking steps to reduce
future damage. It is setting an example
for others who have business operations
in vulnerable areas,” he says. ■
Ulf B äckman

River Numedalslågen

The river Numedalslågen is 352 km
long. Its source is in the Hardan
gervidda mountains and it flows out
into the Larvik Fjord. There is re
curring flooding along the river. The
flood of 1927 was the highest re
corded in Kongsberg. There have
also been extremely high water lev
els in 1987, 2000, 2004 and 2007.

Kongsberg Gruppen

Kongsberg Gruppen is an interna
tional technology group that sup
plies high-technology systems and
solutions to customers in the off
shore oil and gas industry, the mer
chant marine and defence and
aerospace industries. Kongsberg
has some 7,500 employees in more
than 25 countries. The company's
head office is in Kongsberg. Kongs
berg Gruppen is listed on the stock
exchange and the Norwegian gov
ernment holds a majority owner
ship interest in the business.

Kongsberg Technology Park

Kongsberg Technology Park is
based in the municipal districts of
Kongsberg and Horten in Norway.
The business park covers an area
of just over 500 hectares and com
prises 40 different high-tech busi
nesses, including companies in the
oil and energy sector, aircraft en
gine industry and defence produc
tion. Kongsberg Technology Park is
owned by Kongsberg Gruppen.
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CRISIS COMMUNICATION

PHOTOS: MOSTPHOTOS, ALL OVER PRESS

Image in
crisis

Do you know the
black swan of
the company's
riskscape?

The image of a company is weighed
in times of crisis. Image is valuable
capital for businesses, and it must be
protected, developed and managed.

G

ood image is a sig
nificant, yet easi
ly vulnerable com
petitive advantage.
Most business exec
utives think about
image crises, yet
they are uncertain about how to prepare
for them.
Pekka Aula, professor at the University
of Helsinki, is an expert in organizational
and online communication and particu
larly in image and image risks of compa
nies. Aula also has a practical approach to
a company’s image crises.
“An image crisis is not inherently good
or bad for a company. Everything de
pends on how the crisis is managed and
24

what advance preparations have been put
in place for it,” Aula explains.
of a crisis is crit
ical.
“Companies must have a plan for im
age crises and, when necessary, the plan
must be implemented quickly and with
out compromises. The management of
the company must be able to prioritize
and devote itself fully to crisis manage
ment, if necessary.”
In the worst case, an image crisis may
harm a company’s business seriously.
“Negative impact on the image can be
seen as decreased sales profit, fall in turn
over, deteriorated ability to obtain new
capital or attract potential employees.”

THE INITIAL PERIOD
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The growth of the social media’s sig
VA R I O U S E XT R E M E P H E N O M E N A
are always a risk for the image of a com
nificance is well characterized in the
pany. Extremes can come in many varie
growing number of social media us
ties: acts of nature, terrorism or human
ers: this year, social media is estimated
itarian catastrophes may decisively af
to have 2 billion active users. The fore
fect the operations of
cast for 2018 is 2.5
a company.
billion.
Pekka Aula once
“Publicity is in
again emphasizes that
flames. Social media
the impact on a com
is a playground for
pany’s image in case
new opinion build
of an extreme phe
ers, where ad hoc innomenon, depends
terest groups rise and
on how the crisis is
fall within no time.
managed.
The requirements for
“For image, it is ofcorporate communi
ten essential whether
cation have changed,
the cause of the crisis
and it is difficult to
is internal to the com
predict the reactions
pany or external to
of online opinion
it. For example, disbuilders,” Aula sumturbed airline traffic
marizes.
caused by a volcano
Looking from the
eruption is a different
perspective of corpocrisis than a crisis aris
rate communication,
ing from the compasocial media has its
ny’s own actions or
bright side – as well
management abuse,
as a dark one.
for example.”
“Social media opinParallel to tra
ion builders like to
ditional extremes,
convey a positive
Aula has developed
message of a compathe idea of social exny’s actions, which,
tremes, which are
according to them,
typical to our times
are good. The experand the communitise and online skills
cation environment
of the opinion buildcharacterized by soers can be utilized to
cial media.
support the compaPekka Aula,
Aula refers to a so
ny’s product develProfessor, University of Helsinki
cial extreme phenom
opment, for exam
enon as the “black swan of a company’s
ple. On the other hand, opinion build
riskscape.” Black swan is a term coined
ers are sensitive and will waste no time
by researcher Nassim Nicholas Taleb,
in reacting, accomplishing image crises
which he uses to refer to an extreme
when they feel the company is not act
ly rare event with dramatic consequenc
ing as expected or is doing something
es and which is practically impossible to
wrong.”
predict.
In the worst case, online image build
“A social extreme phenomenon is al
ers can take stronger action: we all have
ways a significant image risk for a com
heard of boycotts, activism and cyberpany. It’s most essential feature is un
terrorism, denial of service attacks and
predictability, although it could be easy
viruses in recent news.
to explain afterwards.” ■
“Online opinion builders are, natu
rally, not always right when they criti
cize companies, but this does not nec
Ain o maija
essarily matter in the image war waged
Pippu ri
in public. Dialogue takes place between
ainom aija. p ip p u r i@
reality and images. Companies must ac
if.f i
tively participate in the dialogue, while
accepting the reality that factual argu
ments may not be heard the way they
should. Actions and their credibility are
decisive.”

“An image crisis
is not inherently
good or bad
for a company.
Everything
depends on
how the crisis is
managed and
what advance
preparations
have been put in
place for it.”

Building the image of a company re
quires long-term quality management.
Every business executive should pose at
least three questions to their organiza
tions. Do we know what the image of our
company is? Do we take our image seri
ously? Can we protect our company's im
age in a crisis?
often waged in public.
Pekka Aula gets excited when thinking
of today's complex communication envi
ronment, and particularly the significance
of social media in image crises.
Publicity is the core of image risk in
our times. A company’s image is formed
as a result of dialogue between reality and
images.
I M AG E WA R S A R E

American
Red Cross &
drunken tweet
Late one Tuesday a tweet ap
peared on the Twitter account of
the American Red Cross: “Ryan
found two more 4 bottle packs
of Dogfish Head’s Midas Touch
beer…. when we drink we do it right
#gettnslizzerd”.
It was soon uncovered that the
tweet was accidentally posted by an
employee working as a social media
specialist at the Red Cross, and it
was originally meant for her private
account. The employee later apol
ogized in a tweet telling that it was
due to her inability of using a social
media dashboard.
The original tweet stayed up for
an hour or so before their social
media director took it down and
sent a well-put response:
“We have deleted the rogue
tweet but rest assured the Red
Cross is sober and we’ve confiscat
ed the keys.”
The American Red Cross also ad
dressed the issue on their blog,
thanking their supporters for under
standing. Dogfish Head, the brew
ery mentioned in the tweet, also
took active part in the case. They
sent out a tweet with the same
#gettnslizzerd hashtag asking their
fans to donate to the Red Cross.
The original tweet, however, was
retweeted, copied and screen cap
tured several times around the web.
Nevertheless, the instant response
posted by Red Cross and the dash
of humour used in it turned the po
tential catastrophe to the victory of
the organization.
In addition, it could be claimed
that the relationships the hu
manitarian aid organization had
been building previously as well
as it’s rather undamaged reputa
tion strongly contributed to the re
covery.
thefundraisingjournal.com/Archive/1102/
redcross.html
mashable.com/2011/02/16/red-cross-tweet/
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LESSONS FROM LOSSES

PHOTOS: MOSTPHOTOS

Catastrophic case of MOL Comfort
Vessels, cargo and risk.
What can we learn
from the past?

A

ltogether, ten vessels
over 16,000 GT sank
in 2013. Of these ten
casualties, the sinking of container vessel
MOL Comfort was
the biggest loss (Lloyd’s List Intelligence
Casualty Statistics). Immediately after reporting the loss, a large number of different theories regarding the circumstances leading to this loss cropped up – faulty
design, faulty material used in the structures of the vessel, falsely declared cargo in containers, falsely declared container weights, etc. In any case, this incident
is of major importance to all parties in
the maritime business, including cargo interests and cargo insurers, and thus it is
worth going through this case and its aftermath.
with some background
information regarding the vessel. MV
MOL Comfort (MOL – Mitsui O.S.K.

L E T U S S TA R T
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Lines, Ltd) was built by Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries (MHI) in Nagasaki, Japan.
The vessel was laid down on the 23rd
of August 2007, launched on the 8th of
March 2008 and completed on the 14th
of July 2008. In other words, she was
quite young at the time of the incident.
Overall, the length of the vessel was
316 meters, and the container capacity of the ship was 8 110 TEU (twenty-foot equivalent units) of which 3 494
TEU in the holds. Although MOL Comfort was far from the triple-E vessels commissioned by Maersk and the other latest mega-container vessels such as MSC
Oscar with a container capacity exceeding 19 000 TEU, MOL Comfort was still
a significant-sized vessel representing socalled post-Panamax vessels, as she was
not able to transit through the Panama
Canal due to her size.
MOL Comfort was the first container
vessel classified by ClassNK (Nippon Kaiji Kyokai) to use ultra-high-strength steel

with a yield strength of 470 MPa in her
hull structure and was one of a fleet of
seven similar vessels operated by MOL.
Since 2011, she was owned by Ural Container Carriers SA and chartered by
MOL. In total, MHI
built 11 vessels with a
similar design to that
of MOL Comfort.

“As if all this
hardship was
not enough, a fire
broke out.”

of the
loss, MOL Comfort
was on her way from
Singapore to Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia. On the 17th of June 2013,
she suffered a crack on midship some 200
nautical miles off the coast of Yemen in
severe weather conditions. Eventually, the
vessel split into two halves. Luckily, the
whole crew managed to leave the vessel
and there were no casualties.
Both halves of the vessel stayed afloat
and much of the cargo remained un-

AT T H E T I M E

harmed. On the 24th of June, four
ocean-going tugboats arrived and started the rescue operations of the bow section. On the 26th of June, the stern section was reported to have water ingress
and the next day the
stern sank. As a consequence, some 1,700
containers were later floating near the
site. At this point, the
bow section was being
towed and there was
still hope of rescuing
some of the cargo.
On the 2nd of July, the adverse weather conditions continued and the bow section broke free. Somehow, the towing
line was successfully reattached the following day. As if all this hardship was not
enough, a fire broke out in the bow section. Despite the best efforts of Indian
Coast Guard, the combination of rough

weather and firefighting proved too much
to cope with and by the 10th of July, the
majority of the approximately 2 400 containers were destroyed by fire. The fol
lowing night, the bow section sank. The
sinking of MOL Comfort cost the insurers somewhere between 300 and 400
million dollars. The hull and machinery
of the vessel were insured for 66 million
dollars.
vessels operate with
some amount of bending stresses. This
is because of the difference between the
downward load of the cargo weight and
the upward push of the buoyancy of the
water. Provided that the cargo weight is
correctly declared, the downward load of
the cargo is more even – or rather, cor
rect – along the vessel. At the same time,
the upward push due to the buoyancy of
the water is greater on the mid-part of
the vessel’s structure. Usually, ships cope

ALL TYPES OF
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with this stress even in harsh weather
conditions and vessels of the age of MOL
Comfort should not have cracks in their
structures and split into two halves.
In the report of the investigative panel
led by ClassNK, the conclusion was that
the lateral load might have exceeded the
hull girder’s strength at the time MOL
Comfort split into two halves. The inves
tigation has not been easy to conduct as
all physical evidence lies deep down at the
bottom of the sea. There are many factors
that cannot be ascertained – like yield
stress, the actual and declared weight of
the containers and the sea conditions.
The panel investigated over 17 contain
er vessels with a capacity between 6,000
and 8,000 TEU in order to acquire more
information about the vessels’ capabili
ties to cope with similar stress to that of
MOL Comfort. The panel was able to
find significant difference between MOL
Comfort and other vessels in the hull
girder’s strength against bending mo
ment. In addition to this, the panel stated
that the lower need for ballast increases
the risks for post-Panamax vessels.
Danish Naval Architect Ingrid Marie
Vincent Andersen, PhD, found interest
ing pieces of information while doing re
search for her PhD thesis. Andersen states
that MOL Comfort as well as her sister
vessels were not engineered to cope with
the additional loads placed on the vessel.
According to PhD Andersen, due to the
hydro-elastic effects, the hull girder vibra
tion can double the stress response amid
ships in some cases. Research conduct
ed by engineers White and Wang (pub
lished by Lloyd’s Register) supports these
findings. There were tremendous spikes
in the vertical bending moment, as wave
strokes on the bow resonated through
the vessel’s structures. The traditional
ly used linear ship motion codes have not
been up to this kind of stress.
A higher wave loading is also connect
ed to containerships having a bigger car
go space forward. In practice, this means
greater bow flare, which was the case
with MOL Comfort and is the case with
the ever bigger 14 000 TEU and great
er vessels in operation. The high-strength
steel used in MOL Comfort and her sister
vessels also results in slightly lower nat
ural frequency and, in combination with
the greater bow flare, could make the ves
sel more vulnerable to whipping vibration
(gCaptain, 11 November 2014).

though the sister vessels fully comply with
the standards required by ClassNK, MOL
conducted upgrade works in order to
strengthen the hulls. Some bottom buck
ling was found on the vessels. MOL has
sued MHI, seeking approximately 130
million dollars, for alleged negligence and
defects in the vessel. The lawsuit also in
cludes cargo and insurance interests.
Was this a completely unforeseen
event? Judging from the results of the
different researches and investigations,
in the end, no, it was not. This was a
big surprise to everyone, but with a lit
tle hindsight this perhaps should not have
been. There have even been some very
critical comments on whether ClassNK
should have accepted this kind of struc
tures in the first place. The Internation
al Association of Classification Socie
ties (IACS) is working for new contain
er vessel strength standards, aiming to
have these rules in force on the 1st of
July 2016. This would mean that all large
container vessels ordered after mid-2016
are structurally stronger than their prede
cessors. There are also considerations for
additional checks for the vessels already
in operation as their capacities even now
exceed 19 000 TEU and there are talks
about 22 000 TEU vessels.
F O R S H I P YA R D S , C L A S S I F I C AT I O N

societies, vessel owners and charterers,
the significance of the upcoming rules is
crystal clear. There should actually be a
case for the cargo as well. The ever bigger
container vessels can carry huge amounts
of goods and values for one single cargo
interest and an incident like MOL Com
fort could create a real disaster for the
sale of seasonal goods, critical items for
projects as well as any other cargo. Let us
hope that the new IACS standards make
a difference. All in all, the MOL Comfort
incident served the purpose of reminding
us all that huge losses can come from di
rections nobody anticipates and very large
claims do occur once in a while no mat
ter what. ■
Ka r i Kol j o n e n
k ari. ko l j o n e n @ i f.f i

of the MOL
Comfort incident, MOL immediate
ly took operational precautions to re
duce the stress on the sister ships. Even

AS A CONSEQUENCE
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“For shipyards,
classification societies,
vessel owners and
charterers, the
significance of the
upcoming rules is
crystal clear.”

The concept of
General Average
The concept of General Average is not
necessarily known outside maritime
professionals and people working with
marine insurance.
As a matter of fact, General Average has
been around a long time as a rule of the
sea for merchants, well before the inven
tion of modern marine insurance.
Average act, the Mas
ter of the ship sacrifices property or incurs
expenditure in order to prevent loss of
the adventure. The act must fulfil the fol
lowing conditions:
1. It must be deliberate. Accidental loss
es cannot be admitted as General Av
erage even though the final outcome
would be the same.
2. It must be prudent and reasonable.
The act must be something that a rea
sonable person would do by sacrificing
his/her own property to avert a great
er loss in the given circumstances.
3. The act – hence sacrifice or expendi
ture – must be exceptional.
And all three of these steps must have
been taken and fulfilled in order to save
a common maritime adventure involving
two or more parties, mainly the parties to
the ship and the cargo, from being total
ly lost. A typical example would be to sac
rifice the majority of the cargo by throw
ing it overboard in order to save the ves
sel and remaining cargo from sinking and
towing the vessel (which is an expendi
ture) to a port of refuge.

IN A GENERAL

I N G E N E R A L A V E R A G E , each bene
fitting party – the saved vessel and car
go in the above example – must contrib
ute in proportion to its interests to make
good the General Average loss and ex
penses. The amount that is to be made
good is called the General Average fund.
The General Average process starts at the
place or port of refuge where the adven
ture terminates by the ship owner declar
ing General Average prior to releasing the
cargo and appointing an Average Adjust
er. The Average Adjuster evaluates the
General Average fund and contributo

ry values per interest in the marine adven
ture and drafts the General Average ad
justment. The amount to be made good
is apportioned between the contributing
interests in relation to each interest’s con
tributory value.
Cargo interests are required to sign an
Average Bond and pay their share of the
General Average contribution in order
to have the cargo released. Alternative
ly, the cargo owner or consignee – in ad
dition to signing the bond – gives an Av
erage Guarantee ensuring the payment of
the General Average contribution. This
is usually done by the cargo owner’s car
go insurance company. The alternative,
if there is no cargo insurance, would be
a cash deposit, bank guarantee or similar
arrangement.
I N S T I T U T E C A R G O C L A U S E S (A), (B)
and (C) do cover General Average costs
provided that the General Average is due
to an insured peril. Now, in the case of
MOL Comfort, General Average was
not declared as the adventure was not
saved. The potential contribution from
the saved property was all lost. Howev
er, imagine a 19 000 TEU vessel in dis
tress somewhere in the middle of the At
lantic Ocean; the sacrifices and expend
iture in that kind of nightmarish situa
tion could be horrendous and the Gen
eral Average procedures could take years.
So, even if it is thought that no cargo in
surance is needed for the goods, which is
a misconception, bear in mind the possi
bility of a General Average: the contribu
tion, arranging the General Average guar
antee and participating in the administra
tive proceedings. Our Claims Experts and
the International Transport Law Team
at If P&C are experienced in participat
ing in and handling major marine casual
ties and General Average proceedings in a
professional manner on behalf of our cli
ents. ■
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Battery charging is a common hazard found
in most occupancies. A fire can
start in equipment on-charge as a result of e.g.
a short circuit, which may be
the consequence of damage to cables, connecto
rs, the charging units or the
equipment on-charge. The charging of lead-acid
batteries can also produce
hydrogen gas, which is an explosion hazard.

gilbert adarkwah

Head of Motor Under
writing, NO and DEN

How to reduce the risk

RVEYS
THERMOGRAPHIC SU
zard?

LOCATING BATTERY CHARGING FACILITIES:
• Charging stations should be located in a separate
fire compartment to minimise smoke damage
to
production and storage.

What is the ha

• If a separate fire compartment cannot be
provided
and battery charging must take place within
a larger
nses and
fire loss expe
space, the area devoted to battery charging
Forty percent of industry’s
should
rated
are gene
r fires
of majonot
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If’s Hazard Info Sheets help you
to reduce your property risks

risk reduction part gives practical guidance about
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“The first three
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This Hazard Info Sheet is and is intended to be a presentation of the subject matter addressed. Although the authors have undertaken all measures to ensure the
correctness of the material, it does not purport to list all risks or to indicate that other risks do not exist. If P&C Insurance does not give any guarantee thereof
and no liability is assumed by reason of this Hazard Info Sheet as it is only advisory in nature and the final decisions must be made by the stakeholder. It shall
not be applied to any specific circumstance, nor is it intended to be relied on as providing professional advice to any specific issue or situation.
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mance information. Thus health and safety
performance is increasingly a matter of com
petitive edge. Success and failure in health
and safety can even be determinants of the
shareholder value and company reputation in
long term.
The challenges in health and safety are
particularly at focus in construction industry.
The accident and risk patterns are character
ized by a high risk of fatal and serious acci
dents, wide use of subcontractors and work
force with varying competences and cul
tures, as well as worksites changing continu
ously along with the projects proceeding to
wards their completion. The HSEQ Train
ing Park is a recent development by the
Finnish construction industry. The park is a
large demonstration site with several train
ing spots. During the the training sessions,
the construction employees and trainees re
ceive practical illustrations of the risks at con
struction work and the most effective ways
to counteract them. The chapter 10 of the
book presents an overview of the training
park, thereby providing answers to the ques
tions presented in the Chapter 3, regarding
the accident sources in the construction in
dustry.
Three health and safety risk management
experts of the Industrial team in If P&C In
surance Ltd have contributed to the author
ing of the book, especially to its Part I deal
ing with safety management and leadership.
Kari Häkkinen has worked as one of the
three editors of the book, and additionally
he has been one of the authors in individual
chapters. Salla Lind-Kohvakka has authored
an article regarding accidents and their pre
vention in industrial maintenance. Ville Nie
melä has co-authored with Kari Häkkinen
in writing the article of the accident sources
and prevention in construction industry.
The book is available as an e-book and as a
traditional hard-cover book format.
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T

he new book published
by Springer Internation
al is an insight into health
and safety management at
work, and the science and
practice involved in its de
velopment. It is written
by a number of experts working in academic
research, as government officials, and practi
tioners in insurance and in
dustry.
The numerous case stud
ies presented in the 15 chap
ters of the book include ex
amples of a variety of in
dustries – e.g. construction,
chemical and steel indus
tries, logistics in production
plants as well as seaports and
road transports, and indus
trial maintenance. The re
cent developments in health
and safety management are
discussed from many per
spectives. Besides the more
traditional accident source
statistics and root cause
analysis, also leisure time ac
cidents of employees and
Seppo Väyrynen, Kari Häkkinen,
well-being at work are cov
Toivo Niskanen (Editors):
Integrated Occupational Safety
ered.
and Health Management
The evolution of the un
Solutions and Industrial Cases
derstanding regarding the
role of management in the
Springer International Publishing
Switzerland 2015, 306 pages
health and safety process is
visible in a number of ways.
ISBN: 978-3-319-13179-5 (Print)
The beginning is by the
978-3-319-13180-1 (Online)
compliance with laws and
regulations, then continuing
to systematic safety management supported
by international standards, further to leader
ship and coaching approaches, finally includ
ing the EHS culture, employee engagement,
attitude and innovation in health and safe
ty towards the zero-accident goal. The inter
national trend is towards holistic health and
safety management, where corporate sustainability is fully integrated with all aspects of
corporate management. As a consequence of
this development, international companies
are required to report globally their overall
environmental, social and economic perfor
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"In the Copenhagen Metro
construction the flood risk is the
dominant natural hazard risk."

